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Brazil: A subdued domestic recovery and stronger global growth point to a USD 70bn trade surplus 
in 2018

Brazil’s trade balance closed 2017 at an all-time high of USD 67bn1, from USD 47bn in 2016, significantly
contributing to a further narrowing of the current account deficit. Exports totaled USD 217.8bn and imports
reached USD 150.8bn. Exports grew by 18% after declining for five consecutive years, reflecting higher prices (
~10%) and volumes (around 8%). Highlights include a strong rise in automobile exports (+43%), soybeans
(+32%) and oil (+25%). Imports also rebounded in 2017, rising 10% (reflecting a 4% price increase and 6%
increase in import quantities), with imports of intermediate goods rising 10% and oil imports jumping 42%.
These more than compensated a 12% decline in imports of capital goods.

The subdued rebound in import quantities reflects the gradual recovery of domestic demand. In fact, import
quantities have been stable in seasonally adjusted terms since August (Chart 2). At any rate, we expect 2018
import volumes to resume growth at the margin for three reasons: i) investment (GDP basis) is forecasted to
grow by 6% in 2018, which should favor capital good imports; ii) an IPI tax surcharge on imported automobiles
will be extinguished, which should boost car imports and lead us to forecast a 36% rise in imports of durable
consumer goods; iii) the gradual recovery of industrial activity should support imports of intermediate goods.
Thus, overall, we forecast import quantities to rise by 12% in 2018, with prices rising an additional 3%.

Andréa Bastos Damico

1 MDIC Definition.

Chart 1 – Brazil’s 12-month trade balance, USDbn
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Chart 2 – Import quantities, monthly data and 3-month avg - seasonally adjusted (1996=100)

We forecast export quantity and prices to rise by 6% in 2018. Shipments will likely remain firm, we believe,
reflecting robust global growth. The external backdrop will likely favor both prices and export quantities. On the
other hand, we forecast more modest growth in soy, oil and automobile exports relative to the strong numbers
recorded in 2017. World trade is growing at a solid pace, and we expect this to be sustained over the remainder
of the year. Indeed, initial data for the month of January suggests a recovery from softer numbers in November
and December of last year.

Our export forecasts include the accounting exports related to sales of oil rigs (mostly lease-back
tarnsactions)2, with 8 rigs forecasted to enter into operation in 2018. Although an accounting entry, these
exports are included in both MDIC and Central Bank trade data. We believe such transactions will amount to
USD4.2bn this year, compared to USD 904mn in 2017. This alone will produce a 2% rise in export, or about half
of the total 4% growth we forecast for the year as a whole. This forecast is not too ambitious considering the
positive external backdrop.
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Chart 3 – GDP and global exports (quantities), 12-month variation

Source: CPB. IMF, Bradesco
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2 These accounting exports reflect the sale of a Brazilian product to a firm headquartered abroad, without the item actually leaving Brazil, covered by the
Repetro (special export and import customs regime for equipment destined for the oil and gas sector).
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Chart 4 – Oil platform exports (billions of USD)
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The breakdown of the vectors that impacted exports and imports in 2017 shows that stronger global growth
was the most important driver behind last year’s USD 33bn export growth. This dynamic will likely persist in
2018. On the side of imports, the exchange-rate, domestic GDP and prices all contributed to last year’s USD
13bn increase in imports. In 2018, the recovery of domestic demand will likely emerge as the key driver of
import growth.

In any case, the USD 20bn improvement in Brazil’s trade balance in 2017 appears to have been driven mainly by
gains in terms of trade, followed by the differential between domestic and external growth. These more than
offset the effects of BRL appreciation.

Table 1 – Breakdown of Brazil’s trade balance (USDbn)

2017 Export Delta 32,5  2017 Import Delta 13,2  2017 Balance Delta 19,3

Exchange rate -2,7  Exchange rate 4,7  Exchange rate -7,4

Global GDP – Quantum 13,5  Brazil GDP – Quantum 5,3  Growth differential 8,2

Global GDP – Price 18,5  Prices 5,5  Terms of trade 13,0

Other 3,2  Other -2,3  Other 5,5

2018 Export Delta 26,1  2018 Import Delta 24,1  2018 Balance Delta 2,0

Exchange rate 0,2  Exchange rate -0,2  Exchange rate 0,4

Global GDP – Quantum 17,0  Brazil GDP – Quantum 14,8  Growth differential 2,2

Global GDP – Price 13,1  Prices 4,5  Terms of trade 8,6

Other -4,1  Other 5,0  Other -9,2

Source: Bradesco
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Table 2 – Current Account Balance (USDbn & %)

Considering the gradual recovery of domestic economic activity on one hand (although stronger than 2017)
and robust global growth on the other, the trade balance in 2018 will most likely sustain last year’s solid
performance. The growth differential between Brazil and the rest of the world will diminish but persist. As a
result, including the accounting exports of oil rigs, this year’s trade balance could outperform last year’s,
reaching USD70bn in 2018 (or USD67bn based on the Central Bank’s definition).

Supported by a strong trade surplus, we forecast that the current account deficit will remain low in 2018, at
about USD16bn (or 0.7%/GDP), from our previous forecast of 1.2%/GDP. Note that the deficit in the service
and income accounts will likely widen from USD74bn in 2017 to about USD83bn this year, even assuming lower
interest payments abroad. However, a higher trade surplus limits room for the widening of the current account
deficit.

Of course, as domestic growth consolidates at a faster pace in the coming years, the trade deficit will tend to
deteriorate as well. However, as discussed in previous reports, domestic GDP growth of about 3% would
produce a current-account deficit of around 2% of the GDP, a level that should be moderately easy to finance
with foreign direct investment. That said, note that the convergence towards a current account deficit that we
previously penciled in for 2019 will now probably happen in 2020. In the shorter term, the most relevant
development is that Brazil will sustain a very narrow trade deficit in 2018, which may help limit volatility in
asset prices in the context of local uncertainties regarding the medium-term policy outlook.

2014 2015 2016 2017* 2018* BC*

Current Account -104,2 -58,9 -23,5 -10,1 -15,8 -18,3

Balance (Bacen – BPM6) -6,6 17,7 45,0 64,2 67,0 59,0

Exports 224,1 190,1 184,5 217,3 243,4 225,0

% -7% -15% -3% 18% 12% 4%

Imports     230,7     172,4     139,4     153,1     176,4     166,0 

% -4% -25% -19% 10% 15% 8%

Services -48,1 -36,9 -30,4 -33,8 -39,4 -37,7

Transportation -8,7 -5,7 -3,7 -4,8 -5,3 -5,6

Travel -18,7 -11,5 -8,5 -13,4 -17,4 -17,3

Rentals -22,6 -21,5 -19,5 -17,0 -17,4 -17,0

Other 1,9 1,8 1,3 1,5 0,7 2,2

Primary Income -52,2 -42,4 -41,1 -43,0 -46,1 -42,1

Profit Remittance -31,2 -20,8 -19,4 -21,3 -27,4 -25,5

Interest -21,3 -21,9 -21,9 -21,9 -19,0 -16,9

Secondary Income 2,7 2,7 3,0 2,5 2,7 2,5

Current Account ex-Balance -97,6 -76,6 -68,5 -74,3 -82,7 -77,3

Current Account as % of the GDP -4,2% -3,3% -1,3% -0,49% -0,68% -0,88%

Source: BCB, Bradesco

(*) Estimate.
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